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Americaâ€™s most beloved cat calendarâ€”packed with irresistible, canâ€™t-get-enough-of-it

attitude. Starring the winners of the 2013 Cat Calendar Contest, 365 Cats offers a charming,

full-color photograph on every page. A contented tiger-striped kitty warming up in front of the fire. An

athletic tabby perfectly balanced on a fence post. An Ocicat face-to-face with a brave crab. Just

what the cat lover ordered: cats, cats, and more cats.
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Another great Cat calender. I have been ordering the 365 cats calendar for about twenty years now

and I have never been disappointed with the wonderful pictures, captions and advice that

Workman's put in every year.

The Workman Publishing Company has been making page-a-day calendars for many years. Since I

have several cats, it's understandable that their Page-a-Day Cat Calendar has always been my

favorite. This calendar has a new picture of a cat or kitten for each day. Also, each picture is

captioned with an interesting fact about the various breeds of cats or tips about cat care. There are

even stories about how the particular cat pictured got rescued. I've been getting this calendar as

soon as it comes out every year since it was first published. (In those years, it was done in black

and white). If you or someone you know is a cat purrson, this is one calendar that will rate two paws

up.

Great cat calendar! I get one every year for my husband. He wants this calendar and no other! I



asked him why and he said he really likes that these are not posed art photos of cats, but pictures

taken of cats from all over by their people. He likes to see all the "real cats" as he puts it.This

calendar has a page per day, each with a cute, beautiful, or funny picture of a cat or cats, and a

caption having to do with the picture. A few are only very loosely connected with the cat in question

(for instance, the cat is nibbling a plant and the caption reminds you to make sure your houseplants

are safe for cats) but most of them describe where the cat lives and something it likes to do, as

reported by the owner. Many also tell how the cat was found and rescued by their person - many of

these cats were found abandoned or adopted from shelters and rescues, which is another thing we

really like about this calendar! Also, Saturday and Sunday share a page, but there are always two

pictures on the weekend page, and they are usually related in a cute or humorous way, like two cats

yawning, or two cats that are sitting in boxes.Overall, a wonderful cat calendar! Highly

recommended!

Best part of waking up is seeing a wonderful cat on the page. Plus, I have learned a number of

valuable facts from the text.Additional use: when there's a date I want to remember, I stick a post-it

note on the future page. If I want to mail something on a certain date, I slip it in front of that page on

the calendar.

Despite the facts that (today) we have 7 cats (our limit, not counting the regular stray that's being

fostered and domesticated before rehoming), it's just not quite enough. We need photos of

MORE!!!! Love to see what "today's" cat is, is doing, and other good info for cat lovers. We keep this

in the kitchen in a very visible spot so we can see it easily.BTW, I keep the "old" days in a pile out of

the way, and use for grocery lists, etc, and when I have 1/2 an inch or so, put together with a black

(paper-type) clip to make a small tablet. We use these all over to make notes, reminders, lists, etc.

Very handy!

My wife has been buying these 365 Cat calendars for years. For a long time we could not find them

in any stores. This year we were excited to not only find it on , but to find it for $10 versus the

normal $14-$15 we are used to paying. Every day there is potential cuteness for every Feline

Fanatic. I especially love that some of the pages have interesting information that sometimes I've

never known about. From now on, We will buy our 365 Cat Calendar from  any time we can

I love this calendar and have given it as a gift to at least two cat owners in the last year. They like it



too. I miss the original backing on reverse side of the picture which used to have a grid pattern. The

current version is blank and very useable as scratch paper. (An earlier version was too slick and I

think complaints from purchasers encouraged the manufacturers to redesign the product). The cat

information and quotes are informative and helpful. Its a great xmas gift or early new year's gift.

A gift for my son who is infatuated with cats. Has not become an annual tradition for him to receive a

new one. Love that something so simple can make a person so happy. Full of cute and adorable

pictures that he always brings it to us to share the next days picture.
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